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DESIGNED 
BY EMEZZI

Sleek industrial design, that is 
what characterises our products. 

Whether it’s a home, an office 
or an outdoor area, doors are 

indispensable. We mix ease of 
use with an Italian design. With 
our products, you can separate 

the rooms while maintaining an 
open design.

 

METAL DOORS 
WITH GLASS

SLENDER 
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As soon as the design of your unique door or wall is ready, we can calculate a quotation and you will receive our 
offer. What happens after that? Interested in our quotation but having doubts about the design of your door? Don’t 
worry, make an appointment for a showroom visit to discuss your wishes. You’ve made the decision to opt for a 
beautiful Emezzi door? The implementation phase can begin! When the wall opening, the walls and the floors are 
completely finished, we will come and measure it for you. We will then be pleased to receive your order to draw 
up the format details and to start up the production administration. We will send you a drawing of your door for 
approval and wait for your approval before production is started. We will then deliver the door and the installation 
can be carried out with exceptional care. We are, of course, just like you - always looking forward to the final result!

YOUR DOOR, OUR SPECIALITY

COMPANY INFORMATION

QUALITY AND 
SERVICE

Emezzi is a supplier of metal doors based in Nunspeet, centrally located in the Netherlands. We supply throughout 
the Netherlands and are also active abroad, including Germany, Belgium but also in the US. We also have a 
showroom where you are welcome to visit by appointment to view our products and get advice. In addition to 
our showroom, you will find our workshop where you can gain a live impression of how we manufacture our metal 
doors. Emezzi also takes care of the assembly of metal doors: soundly executed by our own skilled fitters. They 
install your doors or walls completely according to your desires.
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We have the sleekest door and 
wall systems in-house! The profiles 
developed in our own facilities are 

more slender than those used for 
steel doors. A corner radius of only 

0.5 mm and a minimum profile width 
of only 30 mm define the slimline 

appearance. The panels are also 
equal on both sides, which radiates 

tranquillity. Aluminium is also 
much lighter than steel and offers 
guaranteed stability, making this 

door concept easier to handle. Daily 
use, even a slightly over-enthusiastic 
cleaning will not damage the powder 

coating of the metal door.

THE DESIGN

THE ADVANTAGE OF ALUMINIUM
Aluminium is a modern, high-quality metal with 
a wide range of possibilities. It is exceptionally 
useful, durable and environmentally friendly.

SUSTAINABLE
The aluminium is coated according to Qualcoat 
standards or anodised. Other parts are made of 
stainless steel or sustainably treated steel.

THE SUBTLE DESIGN 
The doors are characterised by their minimalist 
appearance. With our unique profile, you have a 
beautiful door with slender, sleek profiles. Our 
doors are also completely symmetrical and we 
apply an identical profile on both sides of the 
door.

LIGHTWEIGHT
The panels are relatively light and therefore 
have minimal impact on the building structure. 
The low weight is achieved by the light alumi-
nium and exceptionally strong yet lightweight 
glass.

SAFETY GLASS
The glass is made of safety glass. This makes it 
safe for injuries and breakthroughs.

ADVANTAGES:



WHAT IS A PIVOT DOOR?

A pivot door is a door that does not hinge on the wall but 
rather on the floor and ceiling; the pivot door is frameless. 
This gives a free and spacious feeling and makes the rooms 
even more connected to each other. The pivot door also 
rotates in both directions and features a soft-close system.

THE CONVENIENCE OF A PIVOT DOOR

Hands full? No problem if you have a pivot door. You give 
it a push with your shoulder and you go through the door 
easily. Because the door rotates in two directions, you 
have this convenience from both rooms. For children who 
always leave the door open, this problem is over. The 

YOUR OWN 
PIVOT DOOR

door automatically returns to its neutral position and this 
happens very gradually because the door is equipped with a 
soft-close system. As a result, slammed doors due to forces 
such as a gust of wind belong to the past.

A PIVOT DOOR FOR EVERY ROOM

Steel pivot doors can be spotted everywhere. In television 
programmes, on Facebook, Instagram and in magazi-nes. 
The pivot doors are trendy, whether installed between the 
kitchen and living room or as a hall door. We work with 
aluminium so that we can offer an affordable door. We do 
not compromise on anything in terms of quality, but thanks 
to our automated production process, we can provide you 
with a more competitive price. Create your own unique 
product by composing your own door completely according 
to your wishes. An original product with an original 
appearance. Just the way you like it.

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

• Single pivot door

• Double pivot door with one or 
more side panels to the left and/
or right

• Double pivot door

• Single pivot door with one or 
more side panels to the left and/
or right
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• Turns in 2 directions;

• Equipped with adjustable soft-
close system;

• Rotates on the floor and ceiling;

• Max. door width = 150 cm;

• Max. door height = 300 cm; 

• Lock position at 90°; 

• Maximum turning circle 1 
direction = 150°; total 300° 
turning circle; 

• Corner configurations are 
possible, also in combination with 
fixed walls; 

• For doors up to 120 cm, the hinge 
point is placed at 10 cm, then 
110 cm will be kept between the 
handle and the hinge point. 

• A door of 150 cm, therefore, has 
the hinge point at a minimum of 
40 cm. The hinge point can always 
be moved to a larger size. 

• In-floor heating? 

• The doors can already be fitted 
by simple drilling 1 cm into the 
floor. 

• See page 20 for all handles/
divisions/glass types.

PIVOT DOOR 
SPECIFICATIONS
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FOR MORE PICTURES, GO TO: 
WWW.EMEZZI.COM
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A sliding door can be used anywhere, you can 
use it in an ensuite arrangement between 
kitchen and living room, for example, or in a 
small hall. The possibilities are endless. As the 
doors are made of aluminium and therefore 
cannot rust, they can also be used outside 
(uninsulated) or as an entrance door to a 
bathroom.

YOUR OWN 
SLIDING DOOR

WHAT IS A SLIDING DOOR?

Our sliding doors are doors that hang on a rail 
or are attached to the wall/ceiling. This allows 
the door to roll smoothly back and forth. 
A small pin in installed in the floor and the 
bottom of the door is equipped with a groove, 
which provides an invisible undercarriage and 
gives you a continuous floor.

THE CONVENIENCE OF A SLIDING DOOR
The sliding door is equipped with a soft-
close system, which slows down the last 
10 cm and gently closes itself. This makes 

A SLIDING DOOR FOR EVERY ROOM

walking through the door much easier. By 
using sliding doors, you do not have to worry 
about the turning radius that, for example, 
pivot and hinged doors have. This is certainly 
an advantage with ensuite layouts that are 
regularly open because they do not occupy 
any space in the rooms.
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SLIDING DOOR SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

• Single sliding door

• Double sliding door with one or more 
side panels to the left and/or right 

• Double sliding door

• Single sliding door with one or more 
side panels to the left and/or right

• Optionally equipped with a soft-
close system (minimum door 
width 65 cm);

• Mounted running wheels from 
Swiss manufacturer;

• Mounting on both wall and ceiling 
possible;

• No rail on the floor;

• Covers in colour;

• Max. door width = 150 cm;

• Max. door height = 300 cm;

• Corner configurations are 
possible, also in combination with 
fixed walls;

• In-floor heating? 

• The undercarriage and any side 
panels can be glued together.

• Look at the page 20 for all 
handles/divisions/glass types.

View a few of the layout options 
below:
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YOUR OWN 
HINGED DOOR

WHAT IS A HINGED DOOR?
A hinged door is a door which rotates in a 
frame. This frame, equipped with rubber, 
allows to have a perfect seal. This creates 
an effective separation of noise, climate and 
odours.

THE CONVENIENCE OF A HINGED DOOR?

With the rubber in the frame, the door will 
close softly and securely, and you will hear 
virtually no closing noise. The hinged door is 
available in two versions:

With this lock the door can easily be opened 
and closed, no need for manual manipulation.

2. Latch Closure

1. Magnet closure

With this lock the door can easily be opened 
and closed, no need for manual manipulation.

A HINGED DOOR FOR EVERY ROOM
Because the hinged door seals so well, it is ideal 
for areas such as a cold entrance hall. The door 
ensures a good separation. This also applies to a 
home office, so you are no longer disturbed by 
noises from the other room.
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INSTALLATION OPTIONS

• Single hinged door 

• Single hinged door with one or more side panels to the 
left and/or right 

• Double hinged door with one or more side panels to 
the left and/or right

• Double hinged door

HINGED DOOR SPECIFICATIONS

• Frame fitted with rubber; 

• Damping = 38dB (Unique for this type of 
door);

• 10 mm safety glass;

• Magnetic or latch clasp;

• Cylinder lock;

• Toilet lock;

• Concealed bottom closure for improved seal;

• Max. door width = 105 cm;

• Max. door height = 300 cm;

• Look at the page 20 for all handles/divisions 
and glass types;
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WHAT IS A FOLDING WALL?

With a folding wall, the individual 
elements are hinged together. If a 

folding arrangement consists of an 
odd num-ber of elements, the first 
element to be opened can be used 

as a door. The elements can be ope-
ned and folded in pairs by means of 
an espagnolette control. All folded 
elements form a package and slide 
to the last element (with the fixed 

pivoting position, often on the wall 
side). This allows a wall arrangement 
to be opened completely, in contrast 
to, for example, sliding walls, where 

a section always remains closed. The 
rail profiles are perpendicular under 

and above the elements and not 
next to them as it is the case with 

many folding walls. The advantages 
of this are that, when closed, the 

rails are covered for contamination 
and the ‘clean look’ where all kinds 

of technical components are hidden 
from view.

You can combine a left-folding 
arrangement with a right-folding ar-

rangement so that access begins in 
the middle. The opening of the wall 
can be selected in advance: folding 
inwards or outwards. This must be 

the same within a setup. 

YOUR OWN 
FOLDING WALL
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INSTALLATION OPTIONSRetroDoors
naar buitendraaiende elementen

buiten
OS.. OS + aantal vaste elementen

binnen

buiten buiten
OFL1 ← → OFR1

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
OFL2 ← → OFR2

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
OFL3 ← → OFR3

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
OFL4 ← → OFR4

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
OFL5 ← → OFR5

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
OFL6 ← → OFR6

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
OFL7 ← → OFR7

binnen binnen

naar binnendraaiende elementen
buiten

IS.. IS + aantal vaste elementen
binnen

buiten buiten
IFL1 ← → IFR1

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
IFL2 ← → IFR2

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
IFL3 ← → IFR3

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
IFL4 ← → IFR4

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
IFL5 ← → IFR5

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
IFL6 ← → IFR6

binnen binnen

buiten buiten
IFL7 ← → IFR7

binnen binnen

RetroDoors overzicht Sectiedeel-uitvoeringen 1.1 102020

FOLDING WALL SPECIFICATIONS

• Wind and water resistant seals;

• Fully equipped with rubber and 
brush profiles;

• It is therefore also vibration-free in 
wind conditions;

• Very easy to open and close;

• Rolling above or below;

• Rail falls within the system when 
closed, so no dirt can enter;

• Max. element height = 300 cm;

• Max. door width = 105 cm;

• Fold direction freely selectable;

• Look at the page 20 for all handles/
divisions/glass types.
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The fixed wall is a real «eye-catcher». The 
fixed wall is timeless and complements 
all living spaces. With a steel fixed wall, 
you can create additional space, height 
and light in your home. You can design 
the fixed wall according to your wishes 
by experimenting with the aluminium 
rod division. The wall is also a true eye-
catcher in a bathroom, for example. A 
beautiful metal shower wall completes 
your bathroom. Our metal fixed wall is 
made of aluminium and can therefore 
not rust, making it highly suitable for 
your bathroom. The fixed wall has a sleek 
and slender profile and has the same 
appearance on both sides, giving the metal 
fixed wall a unique look.

YOUR OWN 
FIXED WALL
As the panels are highly resistant to 
moisture, they can also be used outdoors. 
For example, under a veranda or canopy, 
which allows you to enjoy a sheltered 
area without surrendering your sense of 
spaciousness through the glass that is used.

The fixed panels can be combined with 
almost all doors. They can also be set up 
in 90° positions, which means that the 
possibilities are almost unlimited.

FOR MORE PICTURES, GO TO: 
WWW.EMEZZI.COM
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INSTALLATION OPTIONS

The fixed walls can be combined with all types of doors. They can be 
placed in the same line next to them or at an angle of 90° degrees 
alongside them. The panels can be connected indefinitely.

Below you can see several layout possibilities:

SPECIFICATIONS

• Damping = up to 38 dB (Unique for this type 
of panel);

• Max. panel width = 150 cm;

• Max. panel height = 300 cm;

• Max. number of panels next to each other 
unlimited;

• Always safety glass (Injury and 
breakthrough safe);

• Stainless and finished with an Axalta 
powder coating;

• See page 20 for all divisions/glass types.
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ELEGANT INDUSTRIAL LOOK

Would you like to divide your office or separate certain office 
spaces? You can do this by using office walls. We can realise all 
this for you, as all glass office walls and metal doors are made to 
measure for you.

With the personal design, everyone creates a perfectly fitting and 
unique glass office wall and/or glass partition that fully matches 
the look and feel of your clients and staff.

The office walls are available with various types of hinged doors. 
If good insulation is required, the hinged door with concealed 
bottom lining is highly recommended. The hinged doors and 
window frames are designed to create optimum insulation for 
both sound and climate within your office. 

If you value a sleek look, we have a hinged door with magnetic 
closure in our range. This hinged door features more slender 
styles which ensure a sleek finish and a symmetrical whole. 
This door, on the other hand, cannot be closed by means of a 
cylinder lock.

Our hinged doors are available in both single and double 
versions. This enables you to use one door as a standard door. 
The other (passive) door can be opened by operating the side 
sliders in the door. If a wider passageway is required, this is no 
problem.

We can apply different types of glass. We use 10 mm laminated 
safety glass as our standard. Optionally, this can also be 
supplied in an acoustic version.

Of course, this system can also be used in your home office, for 
example, or if you want a higher sealing effect than the sliding 
and/or pivoting doors.

YOUR OWN 
OFFICE WALL
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INSTALLATION OPTIONS

• Single hinged door

• Single hinged door with one or 
more side panels to the left and/
or right 

• Double hinged door

• Double hinged door with one or 
more side panels to the left and/
or right 

Below you can see a sample 
installation option:

SPECIFICATIONS

• Frame fitted with rubber;

• Damping = 38 dB (Unique for 
this type of doors);

• 10 mm safety glass;

• Magnetic or latch clusure;

• Cylinder lock;

• Toilet lock;

• Concealed bottom lining for an 
even better seal;

• Max. door width = 105 cm;

• Max. door height = 300cm;

• Look at the page 20 for all 
handles/divisions/glass types.
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It’s not your door if it’s not tailored to your taste. You 
can choose your own division, handle and colour. 
As far as the section division is concerned, you are 
completely free to choose the division. You can opt 
for a symmetrical or asymmetrical division.

We can also apply a panel filling in a compartment so 
that you can create a protected edge, for example. 

Industrial black or another colour? Our standard 
colour is black RAL9005. Would you prefer bronze, 
white, anthra-cite or another RAL colour? We can 
also realise this for you.

YOUR 
PERSONAL 
TOUCH
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GLASS

Naturally, our doors feature glass. We 
work exclusively with high-quality 
glass, produced and supplied by the 
Saint Gobain Group because they 
meet our high-quality standards. 
Our metal doors are always fitted 
with safety glass in a laminated or 
toughened version. Our clear glass is 
laminated. This means that the pane 
consists of glass, foil and another 
layer of glass. Should the glass crack, 
the shards always stick to the foil, 
so that it cannot injure anyone (in 
accordance with NEN3569 safety 
glazing in buildings). We almost 
always use reinforced safety glass for 
the coloured glass types. If the glass 
in the door breaks, it falls apart into 
small, dull pieces so that no one can 
get injured. 

The basic types we use are: Clear, 
bronze, grey and matte. But these 
are by no means all possibilities; we 
can supply all kinds of colours and 
different types of patterned glass.
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At Emezzi you have a choice of three different handles. 
You can choose from the corner handle, the bracket 

hand-le and the round handle. With the corner handle, 
you get a small, tight grip that really falls in the style of 

the door. With the bracket handle, you have a sleekly 
finished handle that features sleek corners to align with 

the door. The round handle is a large round handle of 
60 cm that really promotes practical gripping. Are you 

looking for some-thing different? Just let us know, and 
we will look for a solution together.

HANDLES

Round handle

Corner handle

 Bracket handle
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Emezzi Head Quarter
Ronding 7 I 8072 TB NUNSPEET
WWW.EMEZZI.COM 
SALES@EMEZZI.COM 
 

UW DEALER:

Richard Gelles
Insensation Inc.
31 E 31st Street
New York, NY 10016

E: sales@insensation.com
T: (917) 472-9600
www.insensation.com


